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ABSTRACT 
 
This Project is to design and develop an online learning management system for students, which will 
be an open source learning management tools like blackboard, which will provide an online platform 
for conducting and taking classes online. Where students can register for the classes and get access to 
the online lectures provided by the instructor that can be in any file format. This system consists of a 
registration module where a new student can register and login. The students who got registered will 
get the access to register for the course. And instructor module has the separate registration and can 
have access to the student details and list of students registered for the course. 
The student module has student registration and login, at the registration page student need to provide 
with all the details like his name, email, phone number and it provide a student to add or drop a course 
and get access to the course description and details. The students can access the lectures in the portal 
provided by the instructor, the lecture can be in any type for example it can be a material or video or 
link to the source etc. The files can be of any format like pdf, doc, ppt, video etc. There will be an 
assignment submission portal or link where all the students can submit the assignment and can access 
their grades. 
The instructor module will have the different registration form and after login to their portal an 
instructor can have access to all the student details and list of students that has registered for the class 
and adding and removing a student. Instructor can send a notification email to all the students and can 
also notify through text messages via mobile phone. Instructor can provide the lecture through 
uploading and updating the materials and video lectures to the system so that all the students can 
access to the materials provided by the instructor. And the instructor can provide record on-screen 
activity to students for assist with software installation and course related support, with the help of 
screencast tools. Instructor has the portal to post the assignments and check the assignments posted by 
students and grade them. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The primary goal of this framework is to give a Learners Sojourn that offer learning and instructional 
exercise administration through elements, for example, slides seeing, speaker/understudy connection 
through video and sound gushing and the inquiry/answer sessions through visiting. One of the 
principle favorable circumstances as any this application would demonstrate to have is the wide range 
access to give the understudies and teachers might be anyplace on the planet yet at the same time 
figuring out how to get to the assets and data from anyplace.  
2.   SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
School is the level 1 learning station for any understudy. At the point when contrasted with a school 
or a college a regular school will have parcel of administrative work included. Right from 
understudy's admission to giving exchange testament to the understudy, there will be parcel of 
business related to him/her. Aside from understudy data, the organization will likewise need to keep 
up the educator's data and non-showing staff data and so on.. The application can be further upgraded 
according to necessity from particular school to coordinate their particular needs.  
 
3.  SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
 TECHNOLOGIES USED 
 ASP.NET  
 HTML 
 CSS 
 SQL 
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
 VISUAL STUDIOS 2012 
 SQL SERVER 2012 
 WINDOWS 7,8,10 
 SNAGIT 
 
4. SCREENCAST TOOLS 
A screencast is an advanced recording of the computer screen output, otherwise called a 
feature screen capture, frequently also holding sound portrayal. The term screencast 
compares it with the related expression screenshot; inasmuch as screenshot generates a 
solitary picture of a workstation screen. A screencast is basically a motion picture of the 
progressions about whether that a client sees once a workstation screen, improved with sound 
portrayal. 
Screencasts can show and instruct the utilization of programming elements. Making a 
screencast helps programming engineers flaunt their work. Teachers may likewise utilize 
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screencasts as another method for incorporating innovation into the curriculum. Students can 
record video and sound as they exhibit the best possible methodology to tackle an issue on an 
intuitive whiteboard.  
Screencasts are valuable devices for conventional programming clients also: They help 
documenting report bugs in which the screencasts assume the position of possibly misty 
composed clarifications; they help demonstrating others how a given assignment is proficient 
in a particular programming environment. 
In classrooms, educators and understudies can utilize this apparatus to make recordings to 
clarify content, vocabulary, and so on. Recordings can make class time more gainful for both 
educators and understudies. Screencasts may build understudy engagement and 
accomplishment furthermore give additional time in which understudies can work 
cooperatively in gatherings, so screencasts help them to thoroughly consider agreeable 
learning.  
Also, screenshots permit understudies to move at their own particular pace since they can 
delay or audit content whenever and anyplace. Screencasts are incredible for those learners 
who simply require an oral and in addition a visual clarification of the substance exhibited.  
Most trial adaptations of a screen casting programs regularly apply a watermark naturally, 
promising clients to buy the full form keeping in mind the end goal to expel it. 
An option answer for catching a screencast is the utilization of an equipment RGB or DVI 
outline grabber card. This methodology puts the weight of the recording and pressure process 
on a machine separate from the one producing the visual material being caught. 
The one screencast technique which we are using here is called SnagIt. The description of it 
is given below. 
SnagIt: 
SnagIt is a screenshot program that catches video presentation and sound yield. Initially for 
the Microsoft Windows working frameworks, late forms have additionally been accessible 
for Mac OS, however with less components. It is made and conveyed by TechSmith, and was 
initially dispatched in 1990. SnagIt is accessible in English, German, Korean, and Japanese 
adaptations. 
SnagIt replaces the local print screen capacity with extra elements. More up to date forms 
permit group catch of implanted things, for example, connections, pictures, and sight and 
sound. The client can set parameters and console easy routes to catch specific sorts of 
information, which are put away in an organizer called "List" as a matter of course. The 
product can likewise take after connections in website pages, catching the predetermined 
information from the connected pages.  
Extras augment its components. For instance, Flickr Output empowers the client to transfer 
screen catches to a Flickr account. 
 
Snappy toolbar: 
A snappy toolbar can build catch speed by either utilizing the last catch strategy connected or 
by permitting the technique to be immediately changed through an alternative menu.  
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It has a sneak peek window which demonstrates a zoomed thumbnail of whatever the cursor 
is floating over and a site page inventory producer. The review window can assemble all 
screen catches rapidly and make a page in five straightforward steps.  
The product underpins diverse choice arrangements, which are All-in-One, Full Screen, Copy 
to clipboard, Web page as a PDF with connections, Copy content to clipboard, Free hand, and 
Menu with time delay. The catch apparatus has a cluster converter which permits change of a 
vast quantities of documents without a moment's delay.  
The product can consequently move screenshots to the Edit segment once caught, where they 
can be resized, commented on, or enhancements can be included. 
 
5. E-R Diagram 
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6. DATA DICTIONARY  
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7. UML DIAGRAMS 
   Use case For Admin: 
 
Use case for Student: 
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Use Case For Faculty: 
 
 
Sequence for Admin: 
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Sequence for Student: 
 
 
 
 
 
Sequence for Faculty: 
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8. SCREENSHOTS 
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HOW TO USE SNAGIT: 
Step1: click snagit application. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step2: Select options and file save and share. 
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Step 3: Start the Screen Capture Click on the red button. 
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9. CONCLUSION 
It has been a great pleasure for us to work on this exciting and challenging project under Dr. Park. 
This project proved good for me as it provided practical knowledge of not only programming in 
ASP.NET and C#.NET web based application and some extent Windows Application and SQL Server 
database, but also about all handling procedure related with “LEARNERS SOJORUN”. It also 
provides knowledge about the latest technology used in developing web enabled application and client 
server technology that will be great demand in future. This will provide better opportunities and 
guidance in future in developing projects independently. 
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